Paul: I live in Halifax. I work in a hospital. I love what I do, because I ___ helping people.

Rachel: Have you ever been back to Sudan? Paul: Last year, I was ___ to travel safely back to Southern Sudan where I am from. Rachel: What did you ___ when you in Sudan? Paul: People in my village need food and education. Because I grew up there, I understand that only education can help the new generation of children in my country. Rachel: Why has education become your ___? Paul: I believe in education because I benefitted from it, education saved my life. I'm afraid that without education children "The interview was very direct, but it was a home-team interview," said CNN chief political correspondent Dana Bash in a round of post-interview analysis. "Hopefully with others will have a chance to also ask questions." Actually, others, including CNN, have already had a chance to also ask questions. Various TV networks, as this blog mentioned on Thursday, have conducted interviews with Biden since Reade's sexual assault allegations surfaced on March 25. The New York Times on Thursday reported that Reade herself had been negotiating an interview with Chris Wallace, host of "Fox News Sunday." Wallace is a well-regarded, evenhanded interviewer. "I don't think in any case, anybody should just be believed," said Wallace about the Reade case. Paul McCartney in a world exclusive interview, with photos taken by his daughter, Mary McCartney, opens up about Liverpool, the Beatles and more. In this exclusive interview, with incredible images taken from lockdown by daughter Mary, we found him wistful, candid and contented as he recalled all the notes of a miraculous life. How four lads from Liverpool came together to change a great deal more than music. What it felt like to be blamed for the band's demise. Paul Washer: My work in Peru was concentrated around planting churches in the capital city of Lima and teaching rural pastors in the northern sierra and jungles. I began when I was fresh out of seminary and twenty-six years old. When this happens, the hearer is privileged with a message from God and is bound to respond appropriately. In summary,
the preacher will give an account for what he has said, and the hearer will give an account for what he has heard. Paul Washer is well-known for his powerful proclamation of the gospel both in the United States and abroad. He is the founder, director, and missions coordinator of HeartCry Missionary Society, which exists to aid indigenous or native missionaries in reaching their own peoples and establish churches. Search inside document. An Interview With Paul Masvidal of Cynic Kevin Sanderson | 08.03.2009. Cynic is back! Fifteen years after the band's seminal debut. "Focus", the band returns with what can be termed a perfectly timed follow-up: The new album is "Traced in Air" and defies easy categorization, pushing the boundaries once again of the progressive metal genre. Steinberger's Kevin Sanderson recently spoke with vocalist/guitarist Paul Masvidal. Can you give us a little information about your Steinberger's and what you like about them? GM4T - Black w/ white binding, TransTrem and EMG's. For me this is the classic Steinberger and it just feels like the equivalent to a Steinway Concert Grand in the piano world. A precious guitar that sounds and feels like a million bucks.